Historical Geography
Geography

- Deals with the earth we live on, and how people live on it
The world is complex

- Geography is about how you handle that complexity
- Geography handles complexity by focusing on the spatial
  - Investigate political power by looking at what it does to a place
- Geography tends to be interested in patterns and processes in space
Historical Geography

• Takes a serious interest in change over time
• Adds ‘time’ to Geography’s interest in space
• Geography’s patterns and processes unfold over time
• The most complex and ambitious field of geography
Historical Geography

- Is interested in the places and landscape of the past
- But the past is also part of the present, and the future
King St W at Yonge 1856
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Don't Let the Giant of City Congestion Crush Out Your Home Life
Gentlemen! Look to

GOLFDALE

“The Beauty Suburb of North Toronto”

To the discriminating investor, the particular purchaser, the business and professional man we confidently recommend for your consideration the completed and restricted community of Golfdale, surrounded by artistic homes, and the best improvements, and situated on a high elevation overlooking the Rosedale Golf Club and the beautiful scenery of the Don Valley.

Golfdale is within easy access of the city, with its churches, schools, theatres, and shopping facilities, and presents a combination of beauty, healthfulness, social life, and everything that goes to make a home location attractive, that cannot be equaled in the vicinity of Toronto.

With the event of annexation and the attendant advantages of cheap and improved transportation, Golfdale is the best buying in North Toronto today. Golfdale is well planned, beautifully laid out, and sufficiently restricted to warrant the establishing of homes of merit and a community of strictly high-class residences. Golfdale is reached by Metropolitan Electric Railway, Stop 20, the Rosedale Golf Club Stop.

You could want no better, more attractive, more convenient location for a real home, and we do not know of a better investment.

Acquire a lot in Golfdale—buy now for the future. We would be pleased to motor you to the property, or send illustrated booklet with plans and full particulars.
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REGISTER NOW $319,990

THE VILLAGE AT YORK UNIVERSITY

THE VILLAGE

There's a new village at the campus

416-295-0121 or TRIBUTECOMMUNITIES.COM

Owned, Developed & Built By

Tribute Communities

TRIBUTECOMMUNITIES.COM
Sault Ste Marie, ON